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The Internet is a tremendously powerful and convenient tool. By simply using Internet Explorer you
can search any Web site. Unfortunately Internet Explorer is not as intelligent as SSSiter which

actively searches for your search phrase. It looks for text that matches what you typed in. All this
without requiring you to submit a URL and spend valuable time typing in your search phrase. Instead

of typing in your search phrase you simply speak it to SSSiter - you can also incorporate regular
expression in your speech. This allows you to search for custom phrases, words, or irregular content.

SSSiter provides you with the report with a ranked list of page links and text extracts. SSSiter's
powerful built-in text search engine can quickly find matches for your speech, even if part of the

matches is not found. The strength of this engine lies in the fact that it can process huge amounts of
data in a limited amount of time. SSSiter's Site Maps let you get an overview of the site contents and

make it easy to navigate through the hierarchy of folders to zoom in on an area of interest. As
SSSiter creates a mirror of Web sites on your computer, all subsequent searches and site map

exploration can be quickly done in off-line mode. SSSiter's archive tool allows you to store search
results as reports, which can be searched and organized later at any time and for any purpose.
Program Features: ￭ Intelligent powerful text search engine developed by Kryloff Technologies,
quickly makes sense of what you are looking for. ￭ SSSiter saves you time by searching large

amounts of data quickly and automatically. SSSiter can visit up to 20 Web locations simultaneously.
￭ Once SSSiter has searched a Web site, it stores its contents on your computer allowing you to

execute an unlimited number of searches off-line, without actually being connected to the Web. ￭
SSSiter provides you with up-to-date information on a specified Web site including actual data from

the stored documents. ￭ SSSiter is capable of processing your queries in a vast number of languages
including all European ones. ￭ Along with parsing data, the product can also translate contents of

Web sites being investigated, into the language of your choice thus allowing you to investigate, build
maps of, and search in Web sites that are not obligatory in your native language. For example, you

may easily enter your queries and obtain reports in English while the sites being scanned are in
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￭ SSSiter is a program that will find for you, fast and automatically the information that you are
looking for on the World Wide Web. It will index all of the Web pages it finds, and then it will extract
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the information that is of most interest to you. To do this, it first looks for words that are the same in
all of the documents, and then it looks for them in the documents in an order that makes sense to
you. ￭ Once the product finds text that matches your request, it will display that information in a

structured format. ￭ SSSiter can find information for you on a vast number of sites, both commercial
and free, at a time. If it is unable to find what you are looking for, it simply returns a list of sites.

(Plenty of other searching products will find less sites.) ￭ You are not limited to search requests to
web sites that you know about or to search within one particular site. For example, if you are looking
for the name of a city, you may use it as a search phrase to find all of the documents that mention
that city. ￭ You can also use SSSiter to search sites that have been blocked for you. For example, if
you are an employee of a certain company, and you cannot access to the Internet sites that belong
to that company, you can use SSSiter to find the information you are looking for, in spite of the fact

that the site is not accessible. ￭ SSSiter is free software. It does not require you to buy anything.
Privacy Statement: ￭ SSSiter does not save any information that could be used to identify you,

including IP address, search queries, etc. ￭ It does save certain information that it generates locally,
such as the list of pages it visits, and the pages it visits. The data files are saved on the hard disk of
your PC. They are deleted as soon as you have finished using the product. License: ￭ You may use

SSSiter freely. However, if you want to distribute copies of SSSiter on your website, you must include
this license, and a link to the SSSiter's home page. ￭ You may make modifications, and distribute

copies, under the following conditions: - You may not charge money for SSSiter, or for using SSSiter.
- You may not remove b7e8fdf5c8
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Subject Search Siter With Product Key Download

Subject Search Siter is a powerful Intelligent Web agent. It is integrated in a dedicated program that
saves the results of your searches off-line and allows you to search for terms that are present in the
pages being investigated. It is able to search not only present pages but any documents that have
been stored by its predecessor Kryloff T-Center. Subject Search Siter is highly specialized in the
purpose of its development. SSSiter is the only program that can search for terms that do not match
in a word-for-word sense. It is able to do so by analyzing context and meaning. SSSiter is able to find
hidden information that is not available to the naked eye. Subject Search Siter can also make sense
of the web contents in different languages and performs text translation on the fly. Subject Search
Siter will be released later this year. Important Notice: Subject Search Siter is an evaluation version.
It is supplied as an individual product (without guarantee of any kind) to customers, potential
customers, and the media for review purposes. Subject Search Siter is distributed with a freeware
license that allows users to freely use Subject Search Siter in order to investigate Web sites of
interest for research, writing, productivity, marketing, communication, and education purposes
without charges. Subject Search Siter is not licensed for resale purposes, without permission from
Kryloff Technologies, Inc., which owns the intellectual property rights. Subject Search Siter is
distributed without any warranty whatsoever. Subject Search Siter comes with no warranty for
compatibility, merchantability, consistency, reliability, accuracy, suitability, or completeness. Subject
Search Siter is provided for research purposes only. Subject Search Siter is not provided for any
resale purposes. Subject Search Siter's source code is not available for inspection or modification.
Subject Search Siter is protected by copyright. Subject Search Siter is subject to Kryloff
Technologies, Inc.'s intellectual property rights. Subject Search Siter contains trade secrets
belonging to Kryloff Technologies, Inc. Subject Search Siter is distributed subject to these terms and
conditions. Subject Search Siter is an evaluation version. Subject Search Siter is provided with no
guarantees. Subject Search Siter is not an update. Subject Search Siter is a freeware. Subject Search
Siter is not eligible for loyalty points nor other prizes provided by Kryloff Technologies, Inc. Subject
Search Siter may include viruses. Subject Search Siter is distributed without any warranty. Subject
Search Siter is provided for free

What's New in the Subject Search Siter?

Subject Search Siter is a program that finds text in HTML- or XML-formatted Web pages and fills the
rest of the data with the text from the specified search phrase. You may enter multiple search
phrases and get a resulting file that contains the text of the Web page and all the search results that
occur in that Web page. If a text is embedded in the Web page and you need to extract it, just
highlight the text and choose the Subject Search option from the context menu. Subject Search Siter
will capture that content and organize it properly according to your search phrase. Subject Search
Siter uses OCR technology to locate the text for you. OCR is the most efficient way to find text in
HTML or XML-formatted documents. The program's result includes a ranked list of Web page links
and text extracts for you to choose from. Using a powerful built-in text search engine, it makes sense
of what you are looking for and presents the results in a way that helps you easily find the text you
are looking for. Subject Search Siter saves you time by searching large amounts of data quickly and
automatically. Using the SSSiter's built-in text search engine, it is able to find text in a number of
languages including all European ones. For every Web page, Subject Search Siter stores a mirror of
all its content. With this, you may issue future queries and save the results of those off-line. You will
only need to be connected to the Web while executing your queries. Subject Search Siter will issue a
new report that contains the links and text extracts it found for every search you made previously,
as well as any future ones. Subject Search Siter can also show you the Web page location of a link
the program has found so you know where you were when you got there and can repeat that link in
a future search. Subject Search Siter's Site Maps let you get an overview of the site contents and
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make it easy to navigate through the hierarchy of folders to zoom in on an area of interest. Subject
Search Siter can process your queries in a vast number of languages including all European ones.
Subject Search Siter automatically translates the contents of a Web site that contains your search
phrase to the language of your choice. While you are still using Subject Search Siter to search a Web
site that is not obligatory in your native language, you can execute a completely off-line search.
Also, when you select a result of the search to extract the
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 Mac OS X 10.3/10.4 1 GHz Processor 1 GB RAM 1024 x 768
Display DirectX 9.0c High Graphics Options: High Graphics Quality: High Graphics Quality Details:
High Resolution: High Resolution Details: High Quality: High Quality Details: Ultra High Graphics:
Ultra High Graphics Details: Mac OS X is not supported on the following Macs:
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